
Leading a Church Gathering  

               

The Church Gathering Leader, is the person who is responsible for leading a (Sunday) church gathering (or 

‘service’). 

The role of the Gathering Leader is to set the appropriate tone and to help those present to engage with 

what is being taught from the Bible. We want Jesus to be appreciated, respected, thanked and lifted up in 

the gathering. 

You are the person who effectively calls the shots regarding everything that happens on the platform. 

Here are some guiding comments: 

1. Pray. Please make sure you talk to God as you prepare to do this role each time. 

2. Be prepared. Set the running plan or order early (or by the deadline) and get it to those who will be playing 

a role in the gathering – it helps everyone to prepare well and keeps everyone on the same page. 

3. Let your personality shine through. Be you, be real, be creative, have fun. 

4. Throughout use the term ‘Gathering’ (rather than 'Service') as Christians are called to gather. Church is 

not a service which is put on for the sake of those who come. Church is a gathering of believers who meet 

around the Word of God. 

5. Put effort into introductory and linking sentences which help connect the different stages or elements of 

the gathering (e.g. Drawing Together > Hearing the Word > Responding to the Word > Sending out) 

6. Watch the time. Start on time. Manage the time even if it means shortening or cutting things (apart from 

the Bible reading and Preaching) in order to finish on or before the scheduled time. 

7. Be mindful of the outsider (visitor or unbeliever) – acknowledge & welcome them to reinforce their 

legitimate place in the gathering (& indirectly help the committed members of your church to know this is 

the place that visitors are welcome). Try to remove or explain any jargon or insider jokes.  

That said a Church gathering is the meeting place for a church family and there are necessary things that 

members will need to talk about so don’t overdo the ‘seeker sensitive’ emphasis even though we want 

outsiders to join us in what we do. 

8. A good principle is bear in mind is: Make your first words and your last words in the gathering to be about 

God.  

Front of House 

As the Gathering Leader you are responsible for ensuring all the ‘front of house’ elements are in place – that 

is anything that occurs from the platform (or on the screen). 

Please be present at least half an hour before the gathering is scheduled to start to check all is in place. This 

should include: 

• the lectern is where you want it (remember it does not need to be in the centre of the stage) 
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• your microphone works (and suits your purpose – often there are microphone choices: headset mic, 

remote handheld mic, or lectern mic) – and that you have the microphones you need for others (i.e. 

for an interview, Bible readers etc.) 

• Check that the Bible Reader/s, Pray-er/s, Interviewee/s, Pro-presenter /Musicians etc. are ready. 

• Check the visuals that will be used in the Gathering (that they are what you expect and in the order 

you want them) 

Pre-Gathering Prayer 

As one of the purposes of a church gathering is to talk to people about God, it is helpful to first talk to God 

about people! As the Gathering Leader, it would be helpful if you led all who are to be involved in the 

gathering in prayer prior to the scheduled start time. 

The Welcome 

The ‘welcome’ should aim to orientate people to what will follow. Perhaps after a song or two or after or the 

opening video or it could be the formal start of the gathering. 

There are a few different ways to welcome - pick one. 

1. The Self intro (e.g. Welcome, I am...) 

2. The Vertical intro (e.g. a verse or prayer); 

3. The Humorous intro (e.g. be funny (to relax people), not corny) 

4. The Orientation intro (e.g. why we gather & what the gathering will entail, what people might need) 

5. The Expectation intro (e.g. what to expect, a teaser, a question - especially around the theme of the Bible 

passage/sermon) 

The Close 

It is generally helpful to be able to capture a personal aspect of the gathering in the way that you close. 

 

It may be helpful to: 

1. Pray in response to what has been said. 

2. Refer to the Bible passage or a point made in the sermon 

3. Provide a Question for folk to discuss over morning tea/supper 

4. Suggest an application for people to adopt in the next couple of days. 

5. Encourage people to talk to someone they don't know. 

6. Mention the passage for the following week at Church 

 

Your conclusion does not need to be heavy (there is no need to re-preach the sermon), or comprehensive 

(as helpful as that can be), or a profound statement. Keep it short and simple (e.g. after a big night, ‘It’s 

now Supper time’ can be a very helpful). What you want to do is finish! 

 

Have fun, lead fruitfully. 
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